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Chiara Mascarucci
(Co-Founder and COO)

Happiness is only real when shared, they say…
and it’s true! I love travelling so much that I
love creating memories for others too,
ensuring they get to feel enriched as much as
I do when on a discovering mode!

Andrea Lazzarini Viti
(Co-Founder)

What I really love is that what drives the core
team’s motivation is all about making our
travelers happier, making every experience
memorable, ﬁtting to their hobbies and
passions, putting attention to every detail…

Fabio Prestijacopo
(Co-Founder)

That look in the face of the customers when
they open the letters… priceless.
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Press Inquiries:
Fabio Prestijacopo
Co Founder | Blind Experiences
Email:
fabio@blindexperiences.com
Web: www.blindexperiences.com
skype: fprestijacopo

Social Media

@blindexperiences
@blindexperiences

@blindexperiences

@blindexperiences

@surprisejourney

Our Mission
We have a never-ending fervor for creating unforgettable bespoke experiences that will
leave our customers with memories they’ll treasure for a lifetime.
We love uncovering hidden gems and destinations oﬀ the beaten path that our customers
might not otherwise experience and, more importantly, giving these customers the opportunity
to experience them together. We know there’s nothing quite like discovering places for
the ﬁrst time with the one you love.
Through Blind Experiences, we endeavor to give our customers the opportunity to
see things with fresh eyes, allowing them to truly live in the moment and rediscover
the long-forgotten sense of wonder. Each destination, hotel and activity is carefully chosen
for each couple and revealed gradually through ten sealed envelopes to be
opened along the way. Not knowing where they’re going until a few hours before
they’re due to leave means our customers will have no choice but to immerse themselves
in their surroundings and savor every brand new moment.
Our ‘blind’ itineraries take each customer on their own incredible adventure that
they’re never going to forget.

Our Story

Like most good things in life, our company was born out of love and friendship. In 2012, our best
friends announced they were to get married. We decided to give them something that would
surprise and challenge them and be meaningful to our friendship. So, we agreed to organize their
honeymoon, but one with a key diﬀerence – it would be a Blind Honeymoon!
To ensure we could plan the perfect trip we sent them a questionnaire about their passions, hobbies
and past travelling experiences, and then asked three simple but very important questions: which
continent they’d like to visit, which time of year they wanted to go, and how much money they
wanted to spend. With this information we set out to organize what would become the ﬁrst of many
Blind Honeymoons. Since then our business has expanded into Blind Experiences to cover luxury
escapes and family vacations – but the spirit of surprise remains the same.

Press Releases
Interview with
the Co-Founders
Get to know the masterminds
behind the original surprise
travel company

Ansa Italy Press

Gulf News Press

“Tecnologia e tour su misura, i
regali per I viaggiatori”

“Surprise holidays are going
mainstream as more and more
travellers are opting to remain in
the dark until they arrive at the
airport”

Traveler’s Joy

Rock N Roll Bride

Reportage Di/Matrimoni

“Can you imagine having the
most amazing trip of your life
organized without knowing
where you were going or what
you were doing?”

“But what if I told you you could
go on a holiday with your
partner and BOTH know
nothing about where you were
going or what you were doing
until you got there?

“Imprevedibili ed emozionanti.
Sono i viaggi di nozze “al buio”
che Blind Experiences disegna
per le coppie”

Introducing: Blind Experiences –
a brand new way of holidaying!”

How Blind Experiences Work

...
1. Discovering us!
Get in touch to start
creating the perfect
Blind Experience.

2. Getting to know each other
We want to know what our
clients’ perfect dream holiday
looks like. We gather
information through
a questionnaire
and then a phone call.

3. The Magic happens
Once the budget is agreed
upon, we use all the
information we have
and give our ﬁngers
a workout!
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5. Get set - GO!
It’s ﬁnally time to embark on
the adventure and enjoy each
moment to the fullest.

4. The Envelopes
These envelopes contain all the
secret details of the trip.
There is a speciﬁc date to open
each envelope so don’t open
them all at once.

Testimonials
I am going to miss
everything! This Island,
it takes something
from you and, then
gives back something
even more beautiful.
Thanks to the delay we
saw another beautiful
place. I will return
home with beautiful
emotions in my heart.
- Frederica

Avete fatto
veramente una
cosa incredible
ragazzi!!!
Grazieeeeeeeee
- Silvia

We are now blind
addicted. I want to
wake up with an
envelope every
day!
- Sabrina

Ragazzi… -2 ore
alla realizzazione
di un sogno!!!
Elicottero privato
in una delle
spiagge più belle
del mondo….
Grazieeeeeeee
- Giaca

Thank you guys!! It has been an
incredible journey and amazing
Blind Honeymoon! We loved every
minute and Vegas was just
memorable! We can’t wait to our
ﬁrst Blind Anniversary!
- Pietro & Valeria

Thank you from the bottom of our
hearts for a honeymoon and
memories we will treasure for the
rest of our days. Thanks Chiara! What
a wonderful time we had! Thanks for
everything xx
- meeshes

The Excitement Curve
The graph shows the impact
of Blind Experiences’ method.
Surprises have a great
positive impact on
people’s behaviour.
Don’t take our word for it,
look at Surprise: Embrace
the Unpredictable & Engineer
the Unexpected
by Tania Luna (Author),
LeeAnn Renninger
PhD (Author)
“It feels good to be lost in
the right direction”
- Anonymous

This is when you typically
start thinking of going
back home. On a Blind
Experience you still have
a lot to discover
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Your regular holiday planning
Planning a holiday with Blind Experiences
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